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Summary

A major interest of countries launching nuclear programs is to consolidate an engineering

capability for Nuclear Power Plants design by performing part of the engineering services

locally. A decade of nuclear power plant engineering and construction has exposed

Brazilian architect-engineers to this new challenge. To cope with it, technology sources

were identified, agreements were made and transfer is going on between foreign and

local companies. Services performed by Brazilian architect-engineers are summarized.

Foreign technology must be judiciously examined before implementation in a different

environment. The receiver has to be prepared to develop his own capabilities and

absorb the know-how being offered, taking into consideration the local engineering

experience and construction practices. Some of the problems faced are outlined herein.

The performed efforts brought Brazilian architect-engineers to a consolidated level of

experience.



Introduction

Brazilian architect-engineers exposure to Nuclear Po«**r Plant design, according to the

development of the country Nuclear Program is he • ?n presented. Due to the change in

the contracting mode from the first to the second plant the Brazilian architect engineers

had the chance to get a knowledge of different principles of contracting this type of

services.

As a consequence of the services performed a concrete experience derived, which may

also be useful to antecipate certain problems possible to occur when a country decides

to develop its own nuclear power plant engineering and design capability.

The Contracting of Services for the Angra Plant

Brazil initialh ajan to consider the use of nuclear energy to generate electricity in

1956. This * * p ant would have 10 MWe. That same year a Brazilian company, called

Comissão x JO tal de Energia Nuclear- CNEN, was created by the Brazilian

Govemmei/f ,J promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy. The power plant size was

then set a; ' Of MWe by the government. More studies were developed and the size of

the propose u n i t was further increased to 500 MWe in 1968.

The Braz.' m Government finally decided in 1969 to build the first nuclear power plant,

and Furrvt; Centrais Elétricas S.A. was selected to be the utility responsible for

the constr>«:tioi. In 1970, invitations for bids were issued and in May 1971 a final

recommenotion of the successful bidder was released. The contract was signed on April

7, 1972, for the construction of Angra Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1, a 626 MWe, 2-loop,

PWR plant.

The responsibilities were divided in the following manner:

a. Owner: Furnas Centrais Elétricas S.A.
State-owned company responsible for:

' Site selection

' Construction, including materials and labor, of all civil works



• Improvements of the site including access, filling, grading, water front, equipment

off-loading facilities, circulating water system, lighting, fencing and paving

• Substation and Transmission Line

• Licences, authorizations, custom clearances and all legal documents required by

Brazilian authorities

• Training of personnel for start-up and operation.

b. Main Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Company, in a joint venture with Empresa

Brasileira de Engenharia S.A., the latter being a Brazilian erection company.

This joint venture is responsible for the plant engineering and design, supply of

mechanical and electrical equipment and components, erection and start-up until

core load, and for technical assistance to the owner, up to commercial operation.

c. Architect — Engineers

Gibbs & Hill Inc. was contracted by Westinghouse and has the responsibility for the

conceptual design of the plant, the structural design of the nuclear buildings and of

circulating water intake, and design of mechanical and electrical systems of the

nuclear buildings.

Promon Engenharia S.A., a Brazilian firm, was initially contracted by Gibbs &HNI for

the complete structural, architectural, electrical and mechanical design of the turbine

building and its systems, structural design of the circulating water system,

rebar detailing for the nuclear buildings and certain piping detailing for the nuclear

systems.

Promon was also contracted by Furnas to develop the total design and engineering of

the 500kV substation, administration building, raw-water supply system and

miscellaneous balance of site systems.



d. Civil Contractor

The owner contracted the Brazilian company Construtora Norberto Odebrecht to

perform the civil construction. Angra I .is now in the final erection and testing stage.

It is scheduled to go into commercial operation in 1981.

In 1974 Furnas began the studies for the expansion of the Angra Nuclear Power

Plant. The founding of NUCLEBRAS in that same year altered the contracting mode.

On June 27, 1975, the Nuclear Agrement between Brazil and the Federal Republic of

Germany was signed. That same day a letter of intent between the Angra Plant owner

and the German company Kraftwerk Union (KWU) was signed for the supply of two

units rated at 1300 MWe each, both 4-loop PWRs. These are units 2 and 3 of the Angra

plant.

Due to that arearem, Brazilian-German companies were created and responsibilities

were redistributed.

In the power generation area, Nuclebrás Engenharia S.A. — Nuclen was created. That

company is in charge of transference of technology and is responsible for engineering

and design of the plants, erection, equipment supply, coordination of the site services

and overall coordination with KWU, which in turn supplies the main equipment for both

plants.

Nuclen sub-contracted Brazilian firms to design and engineer certain portions of the

project which were foreseen to be developed in Brazil.

Due to its former experience Promon was selected to develop the structural design of

the main buildings for Angra 2. Later, Promon v « selected to design the superstructure

of the nuclear buildings and another Brazilian «. Sneering company, called Engevix, to

design the superstructure of the turbine building. The structural design of the remaining

buildings and structures was also contracted with these two companies.



An engineering activity which is now well under way is the phase called pre-planning of

the Angra 2 piping systems. Promon is one of four Brazilian engineering companies

participating in this activity.

Construtora Norberto Odebrecht is in charge of all civil construction.

As of April 1980, contracts were not yet finalized for other engineering activities or for

erection services concerning Angra 2.

Angra 2 is now in the foundations construction stage.

Participation of Brazilian Architect-Engineers

Promon is the only Brazilian architect-engineering firm to have a significant

participation in Angra 1.

If we exclude from our considerations that part of the engineering which is customarily

carried out by the Nuclear Steam Supply System supplier, and which is

essentially related to the primary circuit, and if we take into account the remaining

engineering activities, including those of the balance-of-site, Promon's participation in

the Unit 1 engineering effort can be estimated at about 49 percent.

In 1972, when Angra 1 was contracted, little was know in Brazil about the engineering

required to imolement a Nuclear Power Plant. For this reason the initial scope of work

of the Brazilian architect engineer, as mentioned in the preceding chapter, was

essentialy related to the conventional part of the work. However, after the first years

of engineering efforts, the contracting of additional services proved necessary. Taking

into account the growing confidence both Furnas and Westinghouse had in the local

engineering contractor, an important part of those additional services were contracted



with Promon. This enabled special analyses to be performed in Brazil, like dynamic

and transient analyses. Among the tasks performed by Promon in Brazil for Angra 1,

we mention the following:

Analyses and reports concerning the impact of aircraft on the reactor building.

Steam hammer analyses for the main steam line, taking into account the rapid

closure of the turbine throttle-stop valves.

Analyses of nuclear safety related piping according to ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code, Section II I , taking into account static and dynamic loads, the latter

to account for the effect of the postulated earthquakes.

The experience acquired by the Brazilian architect-engineer at Angra 1 may be evaluated

through examination of the Summary of Tasks in Appendix 1.

Brazilian private architect-engineers are now in a position to carry out the majority of

the engineering required for the subsequent nuclear plants being or to be implemented

in the country.

We estimate that about 90 percent of the required engineering services can be performed

by the Brazilian companies. The contract arrangements for the Angra 2 engineering

services are not finalized at this date and so it is not yet possible to furnish an adequate

estimate of what the Brazilian participation in the Angra 2 engineering services will be.

Certain engineering tasks will be provided directly by Nuclen, which is the company

formed as a joint venture between Nuclebras, the Brazilian government-owned nuclear

holding company, and the German KWU Other services, for the moment mainly related

to structural and piping engineering, are being contracted with private Brazilian

architect-engineers.



Capability Development

No prior experience in nuclear power plant engineering was available in Brazil when the

services of Angra 1 started.

A process of capability development began at that time and, being a continuous process,

continues into the present. Capability development occurs principally through three

methods:

a) Formal apprenticeship through attendance at courses, lectures, training at foreign

companies.

b) "On-the-job" capability development, obtained during the performance of the

engineering tasks already performed for Units 1, 2 and 3 of the Angra Plant.

c) Internal development of technology through, for instance, preparation of new

computer programs specifically for use in the design of such plants.

We shall now furnish ã list of the foreign companies which have provided nuclear power

plant technology for the Brazilian firms:

Gibbs & Hill, NY, particularly during the initial pnase of Angra 1 design, transferred

general nuclear power plant technology by receiving Promon's senior engineers at its

offices for training, then by delegating engineers to Brazil as residents and by placing

conceptual information such M drawings and specifications at Promon's disposal.

International Power Engineering Consultants - IPEC, Vancouver, Canada, during the

initial phase of the design of the 500 kV Angra 1 subtation, acted as consultants by

supplying Promon with the required documentation and by delegating one resident

engineer to Brazil.

Nuclear piping design and analysis technology transference was contracted by Promon

with EDS Nuclear Inc., San Francisco.



Hochtief A. G., Frankfurt, acted as advisor to Promon in the initial phase of the

structural design of Angra 2 main buildings foundations.

Presently Hochtief A. G. acts as advisor to Odebrecht for the civil construction.

Dyckerhoff und Widmann A. G., Munich, presently supply advice to Promon and to

Engevix for the design of the superstructures of Angra 2.

Three Germany companies, Mannesmann Anlagenbau, Kraftanlagen Heidelberg and

Kahle provide know-how for the Brazilian companies which are participating in the

pre-planning of the Angra 2 Piping Systems.

It should be emphasized that for the case of Angra 2, the advisors' function should be

viewed more as a transfer of actual experiences and practices that these German firms

have acquired in the design of similar KWU plants abroad, than as a transfer of basic

technologies, since these are already well advanced in Brazil.

Peculiar Aspects And Potential Problems

The Brazilian exposure to nuclear power plant design in the last decade has shown

that the involvement with new technology imported from another country has peculiar

aspects that eventually will be faced.

One of the major aims of nuclear programs being developed by countries importing

nuclear technology is to perform locally engineering services envisioning gradual

acquisition of nuclear power plants design capability. The expanded design capability

will allow them to perform in each next plant contracted more engineering and design

services than in the previous ones, thus progressively lessening the dependence on

imported services.



The achievement of this objective requires a careful planning of all phases of the design

and engineering development and conscious contracting of foreign know-how.

Attention should be paid, however, to the know-how being contracted considering

the local engineering skills, practices of design, erection and construction. For services

for which the local capability is well advanced, care should be taken to avoid importing

foreign practices that would lead to effort misuse, higher engineering and construction

costs and would not contribute to the development of local capabilities.

This is a sensitive issue since foreign contractors, normally being from a country with a

high degree of technology, tend to believe that the use of their methods and practices

will facilitate local engineering development in that particular field, without considering

in depth the local conditions.

Sometimes the dialogue between the parties becomes difficult due to cultural

differences and also because it is a new exposure for the country acquiring the

technology. To minimize the problem, the local architect-engineers and the parties

involved must be prepared to make an appraisal of which areas need to acquire

technology taking into consideration the local construction and erection practices and

materials available.

All the above has to be kept in mind during the contracting phase in order to guarantee

a smooth operation during the execution of the services.

The companies in charge of the design and engineering have to be prepared to invest

in training of their personnel and to develop capabilities internally in order to better

absorb the know-how being imported and also have a better understanding of the

know-why that is fundamental to the whole process. The cost of the architect-engineers

training can be high, ranging from familiarizing the personnel with new codes and

standards to investing in computer software and hardware.

At this point, we would like to mention as examples, some typical areas where problems

may arise if not identified and resolved in the early stages of the project:

• Material specifications and standard dimensions (diameter and lenght) of reinforcing

steel for concrete can be different from country to country. This can lead, among

others, to problems in the use of foreign codes and standards for design.



* If the architectural design or parts of it are imported, naturally, the majority of the

finishing materials specified will not be locally available. A costly design adaptation

or the import of material and spares will be required.

* The degree of Ob* required piping design detailing varies from country to country,

depending on the local practices of erection companies.

* The level of information furnished by the engineering company to the hanger supplier

is also variable, according to local conditions.

* The degree of engineering field assistance required is a function of the local

construction and erection, practices.

* The local availability of materials for equipment, vessels and piping must be known

prior to issuing their specification.

The contracting of an independent architect engineering company may be of interest.

This foreign consultant, working together with the local architect-engineers, can plan,

follow-up, and participate in the local know-how development with specific

contributions in several areas.

Another aspect deserving care is the consolidation for future use of the know-how being

acquired and developed. This task important, its main objective being to record and

store the know-how and know-why involved and make them available to the interested

parties. This consolidation of knowledge will guarantee that the capabilities being

developed will become part of the local engineering firms' capabilities rather than

having the know-how transferred to individuals for immediate use.

If the local entities are disposed to take into full account the local practices and

conditions, they may face barriers brought by the foreign contractors, ranging from

threats of not guaranteeing the plant being supplied, to doubts about accomplishing the

time schedule for plant erection and construction.

In summary, all effort should be made to ensure the proper know-how transfer required

to develop the local engineering and design capability, if the objective of the nation

Eimporting nuclear technology is to be self-sufficient in the future.



Appendix 1

Summary of Tasks Performed by the Brazilian Architect Engineer For Angra 1.

*. Turbine - Generator Building

Promon, based upon conceptual information and design parameters furnished by

Westinghouse and Gibbs & Hill, performed the detailed design of the Turbine •

Generator Building and of the fluid systems comprised in it. This task included the

architectural, civil-structural, mechanical and electrical design of the building and of

its components (excluding the main equipment delivered by Westinghouse). This is a

reinforced concrete building, with the roof supported by steel trusses. Its main

dimensions are 80 m length, 34 m width and 35 m height. It contains the turbine-

generator group rated at 657 MW gross output, heat exchangers, pumps, pressure

vessels, moisture separator-reheaters and the other equipment pertaining to the

secondary cycle of a pressurized water reactor nuclear power plant. Due to the size

of this building, and the importance of its systems for the operation of the power

plant, special care was taken during the execution of the design to assure the

optimization of the characteristics of the systems. Several computer programs for

structural calculations and process calculations were developed by Promon

specifically for this project. Also worth mentioning is Promon'% participation in the

computerted cable and conduit schedule which defines through a computer program

the cable runs and the proper raceways to be used inside a given area. In addition, a

Quality Assurance group was implemented by Promon to check the various technical

documents.

The scope of services carried out by Promon for the Turbine-Generator Building and

adjacent areas, besides the architectural and structural detailed design, included, in

the electro-mechanical part, the following systems: feedwater; main steam; feedwater

heater drains,extraction steam; turbine p|ant cooling water; service air; instrument air;

auxiliary steam; circulating water; condenser vacuum; drainage; ventilation; turbine

gland steam and drains; sewage treatment; secondary cycle sampling; turbine lube oil;

make-up water tratment; feedwater heater vents; water treatment; chemical feed;

•team dump; potable water; fire protection and load handling. All these systems are



analysed individually, and a rigorous project coordination and methodology in room

allocation is used by Promon in order to avoid undesirable interferences in erection

and operation.

b. 500 kVSubstation

0

Promon is also responsible for the detailed design of the 500 kV substation. This is

the first substation of this voltage level to be built on the sea shore and Promon

performed, due to this fact, studies concerning the electrical insulation under salt

contamination conditions. The substation is composed essentially of a bank of 3

single-phase step-up transformers, 19-500 kV, 253 MVA each and provision for

connection of five 500 kV transmission lines. The busses scheme is of the modified

ring type.

c. Nuclear Island Buildings (Reactor Building. Auxiliary Buildings, Safeguards Building,

Fuel Handling Building):

Per Westinghouse request, the initial Promon scope of work in the nuclear island was

gradually increased, and Promon also performed:

* Piping spool drawings for the piping to be manufactured in Brazil.

* Technical analysis of proposals and drawings of equipment to be purchased in

Brazil.

* Coordination of the layout of the process piping, drainage piping, ventilation ducts,

cable trays and supports of all those items in selected areas (the most congested

areas) of the nuclear buildings, particularly the Reactor Building.

' Stress analysis and design of supports of piping subject to static loads (dead weight,

thermal loads, anchor displacements) and dynamic loads (due to earthquake), a

pioneer design activity in Brazil. This task included the seismic analysis of 2 " and

under piping for the following systems: reactor coolant; chemical and volume

control; auxiliary feedwater; main steam; fuel oil for the emergency Diesel

generators; radioactive waste treatment; reactor make-up water; residual heat

removal; safety injection; containment spray; fire protection; component cooling;

nuclear service water; equipment drains; valve leakoff; chemical feed; refueling

water and steam generators blowdown.



d) Circulating Water System

Promon is responsible for the structural design of the following parts of the

circulating water system:

• design of the reinforced-concrete lined rock tunnel with 10 m diameter and

1.100 m length.

• rebar detailing of the sea water intake structure

• complete structural design of the sea water discharge structure

• design of sluice gates and transition structures linking

Unit 1 and Units 2 and 3 underground galleries.

e) Water Supply Pretreatment System for Units 1,2 and 3

Promon is also responsible for the complete design, basic and detailed, of the fresh

water collection, pumping and pretreatment system. This system supplies Angra 1,

2 and 3 with make-up water, fire protection water and potable water. This included

the feasibility study to define the type of the raw water source; analysis of the

convenient raw water supplier; selection of the places where to build the collection

dams; design of the dams; design of the pumphouse; design of the water pipelines

totalling about 6 km length; design of the three modules rated 33 1/s each of which

one module is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Unit 1, and two modules for

Units 1 and 2; design of the water reservoirs; design of the pressure breakdown

devices and of the hydraulic works.

f) Administration Bui/ding

Promon was contracted by Furnas to perform the complete design of the

Administration Building, which included offices, mechanical and electrical workshop,

maintenance workshop, Quality Assurance file room with C0a fire protection system,

mechanical and electrical systems, central ajr-conditioning system.



g) Miscellaneous Systems . . .

Promon was also in charge of the design of several systems located in the

areas adjacent to Unit 1, among which we mention: acid and caustic storage facilities

for the water demineralization system, Diesel oil storage facility for the auxiliary

boiler; auxiliary steam system of Unit 1 , including boiler house, steam pressure

reducing station, steam supply and condensate return lines; layout of Unit 1 external

areas, including streets and lighting.

h) Field Supervision

Promon has participated in field supervision of the excavation, backfilling and

controlled compaction services of the site of Unit 1 buildings and of the excavation of

the rock tunnel.

Promon has also participated actively in the assistance to civil construction and to the

electro-mechanical erection. ,


